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Omar Rising by Aisha Saeed–Omar knows his scholarship to Ghalib Academy Boarding School is a game
changer, providing him—the son of a servant—with an opportunity to improve his station in life. He can't
wait to experience all the school has to o�er, especially science club and hopefully the soccer team; but
when he arrives, his hopes are dashed. First-year scholarship students aren't allowed to join clubs or
teams—and not only that, they have to earn their keep doing menial chores. At first Omar is dejected—but
then he gets angry when he learns something even worse—the school deliberately "weeds out" kids like him
by requiring them to get significantly higher grades than kids who can pay tuition, making it nearly
impossible for scholarship students to graduate. It's a good thing that in his favorite class, he’s learned the
importance of being stubbornly optimistic. So with the help of his tight knit new group of friends—and with
the threat of expulsion looming over him—he sets out to do what seems impossible: change a rigged system.

Voyage of the Sparrowhawk by Natasha Farrant- In the aftermath of World War One, everyone in the small
town of Barton is rebuilding their lives. Ben needs to find his brother, Sam―who was wounded in action
and is now missing―if he wants to avoid being sent to the orphanage. Lotti’s horrible aunt and uncle want
to send her away from her beloved home to boarding school, just when she has successfully managed to get
expelled from her last one. When a chance encounter brings the two children together, each recognizes the
other as a kindred spirit. But just as they’ve found their feet, disaster strikes, and    Ben and Lotti must run
away. They hatch a plan to cross the English Channel on Ben’s narrowboat, the Sparrowhawk, and track
down Sam in France. But there’s something in France that Lotti is looking for, too. . . .

Stealing Home by J. Torres - -When a boy struggles after moving to a Japanese internment camp during
WWII, baseball shows him another way to approach life. Sandy Saito is a happy boy who reads comic books
and is obsessed with baseball --- especially the Asahi team, the pride of his Japanese Canadian community.
But when the Japanese attack Pearl Harbor, his life, like that of every other North American of Japanese
descent, changes forever. His family is forced to move to a remote internment camp, and his father must
spend months away from them. Sandy, his mother and his brother cope as best they can with the di�culties
at the camp. Over time, Sandy comes to realize that life is a lot like baseball. It's about dealing with whatever
is thrown at you, however you can. And it's about finding your way home.

�e Visitors by Greg Howard- A lonely twelve-year-old boy spends his days “stuck” at the deserted Hollow
Pines Plantation in Georgetown, South Carolina with no recollection of his name, how long he’s been there,
and no idea how to leave. Things never change much for the lost souls at Hollow Pines and time is strange
when you’re dead. But when visitors from the living world arrive for the first time in a long while, the boy
feels a spark of hope. These visitors are around his age, and they seem to understand more than others that
the plantation is not just spooky or eerie, it’s a sad place where the unspeakable happened again and again.
And if these kids could understand the truth about Hollow Pines, maybe they could help him uncover the
dark secrets of his past and help him find a way to finally move on. But Hollow Pines doesn’t like visitors.
And with a malevolent spirit lurking in the shadows and painful memories buried deep, and for good reason,
the boy wonders if he’ll ever find his way home or be stuck at Hollow Pines forever.



Alabama Moon by Watt Key- For as long as ten-year-old Moon can remember, he has lived out in the forest
in a shelter with his father. They keep to themselves, their only contact with other human beings an
occasional trip to the nearest general store. When Moon's father dies, Moon follows his father's last
instructions: to travel to Alaska to find others like themselves. But Moon is soon caught and entangled in a
world he doesn't know or understand; he's become property of the government he has been avoiding all his
life. As the spirited and resourceful Moon encounters constables, jails, institutions, lawyers, true friends,
and true enemies, he adapts his wilderness survival skills and learns to survive in the outside world, and
even, perhaps, make his home there.

Wayward Creatures by Dayna Lorentz- Twelve-year-old Gabe doesn’t know where he belongs anymore. His
family is caught up in their own lives and his friends barely have time for him now that they’re stars on the
soccer team. In a desperate plea for attention to impress his friends after school, Gabe sets o� fireworks in
the woods near his house and causes a small forest fire that destroys several acres of land. In the chaos of
the destruction, a coyote named Rill—tired of her family and longing for adventure—finds herself far from
home. Already on animal control’s watch for wandering into a backyard and snapping at a child, Rill crawls
into a cave, where she nurses her wounds alone.  Gabe and Rill’s paths irrevocably cross when Gabe is
tasked with cleaning up the forest through the court's restorative justice program. The damage to the land
and both their lives is beyond what the two can imagine. But together, they discover that sometimes it only
takes one friend to find the place where you belong.

Fallout: Spies, Superbombs, and the Ultimate Cold War Showdown by Steve Sheinkin– As World War II
comes to a close, the United States and the Soviet Union emerge as the two greatest world powers on
extreme opposites of the political spectrum. After the United States showed its hand with the atomic bomb
in Hiroshima, the Soviets refuse to be left behind. With communism sweeping the globe, the two nations
begin a neck-and-neck competition to build even more destructive bombs and conquer the Space Race. In
their battle for dominance, spy planes fly above, armed submarines swim deep below, and undercover
agents meet in the dead of night. The Cold War game grows more precarious as weapons are pointed
towards each other, with fingers literally on the trigger. The decades-long showdown culminates in the
Cuban Missile Crisis, the world's close call with the third―and final―world war.

Scouts by Shannon Greenland and James Patterson- Stranger Things meets The Goonies in this suspenseful
yet heartwarming adventure story about a group of friends who set out to find a crashed meteor...but find
mystery and danger instead as their close relationships begin to fracture.
Annie, Beans, Rocky, and Fynn are the Scouts--best friends who do everything together. It's 1985, and the
summer before seventh grade is just beginning. The Scouts decide to secretly climb Old Man Basinger's silo
to watch a meteor shower, and when one meteor seems to crash nearby, the Scouts know they have to set
out on their next adventure and find it. But their fun overnight jaunt through the woods soon takes a turn
for the worst when they discover a series of disturbing clues about the meteor--and suddenly find
themselves on the run from the wild, violent Mason clan. Bonds are tested when new kids join their
adventure and the group's true feelings are revealed. Will the Scouts survive this journey together--or will
their unbreakable friendships prove vulnerable after all?



Too Bright to See by Kyle Luko�- It's the summer before middle school and eleven-year-old Bug's best
friend Moira has decided the two of them need to use the next few months to prepare. For Moira, this means
figuring out the right clothes to wear, learning how to put on makeup, and deciding which boys are cuter in
their yearbook photos than in real life. But none of this is all that appealing to Bug, who doesn't particularly
want to spend more time trying to understand how to be a girl. Besides, there's something more important
to worry about: A ghost is haunting Bug's eerie old house in rural Vermont...and maybe haunting Bug in
particular. As Bug begins to untangle the mystery of who this ghost is and what they're trying to say, an
altogether di�erent truth comes to light.

I Know Your Secret by Daphne Benedis-Grab The email arrives Sunday night: Do exactly what I say, when I
say it, or I will reveal your secret. On Monday morning, seventh graders Owen, Gemma, Ally, and Todd, who
have nothing in common and barely know each other, must work together and follow the instructions of an
anonymous blackmailer. None of them want to go along with the blackmailer's strange instructions, but each
of them have a secret they must protect at all costs. Set during a single day of school, the students race
against the clock to complete an unsettling list of tasks. They'll do whatever it takes to keep their secrets
hidden . . . but when they discover what the blackmailer has in mind, they realize things may have just gone
too far. Can they put a stop to the plan, or is it too late?

�e Longest Night of Charlie Noon by Christopher Edge- Secrets, spies, or maybe even a monster . . . what
lies in the heart of the woods? Charlie Noon and Dizzy Heron are determined to find out. When their
nemesis, Johnny Baines, plays a prank on them and night falls without warning, all three end up lost in the
woods, trapped in a nightmare. Unforeseen dangers and impossible puzzles lurk in the shadows. Like it or
not, Charlie and Dizzy must work with Johnny if they are to find a way out. But time can be tricky. . . . What if
the night never ends?

�e Natural Genius of Ants by Betty Culley- Harvard is used to his father coming home from the hospital
and telling him about all the babies he helped. But since he made the mistake at work, Dad has been quieter
than usual. And now he is taking Harvard and his little brother, Roger, to Kettle Hole, Maine, for the summer.
Harvard hopes this trip isn’t another mistake.  In the small town where he grew up, Dad seems more
himself. Especially once the family decides to start an ant farm--just like Dad had as a kid! But when the
mail-order ants are D.O.A., Harvard doesn't want Dad to experience any more sadness. Luckily, his new
friend Neveah has the brilliant idea to use the ants crawling around the kitchen instead. But these insects
don't come with directions. So the kids have a lot to learn--about the ants, each other, and how to forgive
ourselves when things go wrong.

City Spies by James Ponti- Sara Martinez is a hacker. She recently broke into the New York City foster care
system to expose her foster parents as cheats and lawbreakers. However, instead of being hailed as a hero,
Sara finds herself facing years in a juvenile detention facility and banned from using computers for the same
stretch of time. Enter Mother, a British spy who not only gets Sara released from jail but also o�ers her a
chance to make a home for herself within a secret MI6 agency. Operating out of a base in Scotland, the City
Spies are five kids from various parts of the world. When they’re not attending the local boarding school,



they’re honing their unique skills, such as sleight of hand, breaking and entering, observation, and
explosives. All of these allow them to go places in the world of espionage where adults can’t…

Two Degrees by Alan Gratz- (Release date: October 2022) Fire. Ice. Flood. Three climate disasters. Four kids
fighting for their lives. Akira is riding her horse in the California woods when a wildfire sparks―and grows
scarily fast. How can she make it to safety when there are flames everywhere? Owen and his best friend,
George, like spotting polar bears on the snowy Canadian tundra. But when one bear gets way too close for
comfort, do the boys have any chance of surviving? Natalie hunkers down at home as a massive hurricane
barrels toward Miami. When the floodwaters crash into her house, Natalie is dragged out into the
storm―with nowhere to hide. Akira, Owen, George, and Natalie are all swept up in the devastating e�ects of
climate change. They are also connected in ways that will shock them―and could alter their destinies
forever.

�e Shape of �under by Jasmine Warga- Cora hasn’t spoken to her best friend, Quinn, in a year.  Despite
living next door to each other, they exist in separate worlds of grief. Cora is still grappling with the death of
her beloved sister in a school shooting, and Quinn is carrying the guilt of what her brother did. On the day
of Cora’s twelfth birthday, Quinn leaves a box on her doorstep with a note. She has decided that the only
way to fix things is to go back in time to the moment before her brother changed all their lives forever—and
stop him. In spite of herself, Cora wants to believe. And so the two former friends begin working together to
open a wormhole in the fabric of the universe. But as they attempt to unravel the mysteries of time travel to
save their siblings, they learn that the magic of their friendship may actually be the key to saving
themselves. The Shape of Thunder is a deeply moving story, told with exceptional grace, about friendship
and loss—and how believing in impossible things can help us heal.

�e Field Guide to the North American Teenager by Ben Phillippe- Norris Kaplan is clever, cynical, and quite
possibly too smart for his own good. A Black French Canadian, he knows from watching American sitcoms
that those three things don’t bode well when you are moving to Austin, Texas. Plunked into a new high
school, Norris finds himself cataloging everyone he meets: the Cheerleaders, the Jocks, the Loners, and even
the Manic Pixie Dream Girl. Making a ton of friends has never been a priority for him, and this way he can at
least amuse himself until it’s time to go back to Canada, where he belongs. Yet against all odds, those labels
soon become actual people to Norris.

What About Will by Ellen Hopkins- Twelve-year-old Trace Reynolds has always looked up to his brother,
mostly because Will, who's five years older, has never looked down on him. It was Will who taught Trace to
ride a bike, would watch sports on TV with him, and cheer him on at Little League. But when Will was
knocked out cold during a football game, resulting in a brain injury--everything changed. Now, seventeen
months later, their family is still living under the weight of "the incident," that left Will with a facial tic,
depression, and an anger he cannot always control, culminating in their parents' divorce. Afraid of further
fracturing his family, Trace begins to cover for Will who, struggling with addiction to pain medication,
becomes someone Trace doesn’t recognize. But when the brother he loves so much becomes more and more
withdrawn, and escalates to stealing money and ditching school, Trace realizes some secrets cannot be kept
if we ever hope to heal.



Gabe in the After by Shannon Doleski-  Two years after a global pandemic, twenty survivors (most of them
children) have relocated from their coastal Maine island full of sad memories to a mansion on a small,
neighboring island where they have school and farm chores. When Gabe and his dog, Mud, find Relle
Douglas alone in the woods on the mainland, they take the strange new girl across the channel to live with
them. Relle changes the island with her hopeful attitude. She tells big stories and makes plans for activities
like talent shows. Despite a growing crush, Gabe doesn’t quite understand the point of it all; why have a
talent show at the end of the world? But when tragedy strikes, Gabe sets out on a dangerous journey to try
and find other survivors where the world might be normal. Like Before.  Lightly inspired by Anne of Green
Gables, Gabe in the After is a moving and heartfelt story about the end of the world--and what perseveres
through it.

�e Keeper by Guadalupe Garci McCall- James always knew moving from Texas to Oregon was going to be
horrible.. But no sooner have he and his family arrived in their "perfect" new home in their "perfect" new
town than he starts getting mysterious letters from someone called the Keeper. Someone who claims to be
watching him. Someone who is looking for “young blood.” James and his sister, Ava, are obviously in danger.

But the problem with having a history of playing practical jokes is that no one believes James—not even his
parents. Now James and Ava need to figure out who is sending the letters before they become the next
victims in their neighborhood’s long history of missing children. Because one thing is clear: Uncovering the
truth about the Keeper is the only thing that will keep them alive.

Summer at Meadow Wood by Amy Rebecca Tan- - Vic Brown did not want to go to camp this summer.
Even though it’s nice being back with her friends at Meadow Wood, Vic still can’t forget about the secret
reason her mom wanted her and her brother out of the house—or how much her family is going to change.
When her home life is blowing up, it can be hard to focus on campfires and canoeing. But there is something
about summer and surprises that go together like blueberry pancakes and maple syrup. And soon, Vic starts
to feel like—just maybe—a summer at Meadow Wood was exactly what she needed.

Borders by Thomas King- Borders is a masterfully told story of a boy and his mother whose road trip from
Alberta to Salt Lake City is thwarted at the border when they identify their citizenship as Blackfoot. Refusing
to identify as either American or Canadian first bars their entry into the US, and then their return into
Canada. In the limbo between countries, they find power in their connection to their identity and to each
other.  This much-anthologized story has been adapted into a gripping graphic novel by award-winning
artist Natasha Donovan. A beautifully told tale with broad appeal, Borders resonates deeply with themes of
identity, justice, and belonging.

�e Clackity by Lora Senf- Evie Von Rathe lives in Blight Harbor—the seventh-most haunted town in
America—with her Aunt Desdemona, the local paranormal expert. Des doesn’t have many rules except one:
Stay out of the abandoned slaughterhouse at the edge of town. But when her aunt disappears into the
building, Evie goes searching for her. There she meets The Clackity, a creature who lives in the shadows and
seams of the slaughterhouse. The Clackity makes a deal with Evie to help get Des back in exchange for the
ghost of John Je�rey Pope, a serial killer who stalked Blight Harbor a hundred years earlier. Evie must
embark on a journey into a strange otherworld filled with hungry witches, penny-eyed ghosts, and a



memory-thief, all while being pursued by a dead man whose only goal is to add Evie to his collection of lost
souls.

Born Behind Bars by Padma Venkatraman- Kabir has been in jail since the day he was born, because his
mom is serving time for a crime she didn't commit. He's never met his dad, so the only family he's got are
their cellmates, and the only place he feels the least bit free is in the classroom, where his kind teacher
regales him with stories of the wonders of the outside world. Then one day a new warden arrives and
announces Kabir is too old to stay. He gets handed over to a long-lost "uncle" who unfortunately turns out to
be a fraud, and intends to sell Kabir. So Kabir does the only thing he can--run away as fast as his legs will
take him. How does a boy with nowhere to go and no connections make his way? Fortunately, he befriends
Rani, another street kid, and she takes him under her wing. But plotting their next move is hard--and
fraught with danger--in a world that cares little for homeless, low caste children. This is not the world Kabir
dreamed of--but he's discovered he's not the type to give up. Kabir is ready to show the world that he--and
his mother--deserve a place in it.

�e Land of Forgotten Girls by Erin Entendra Kelly-Soledad has always been able to escape into the stories
she creates. Just like her mother always could. And Soledad has needed that escape more than ever in the
five years since her mother and sister died, and her father moved Sol and her youngest sister from the
Philippines to Louisiana. After her father leaves, all Sol and Ming have is their evil stepmother, Vea. Sol has
protected Ming all this time, but then Ming begins to believe that Auntie Jove—their mythical,
world-traveling aunt—is really going to come rescue them. Can Sol protect Ming from this impossible hope?

Summer of Brave by Amy Noelle Parks- Twelve-year-old Lilla Baxter-Willoughby doesn't lie. She's just a
little bit…selective. So when Vivi dares Lilla to start telling the truth as part of their Summer of Brave, Lilla
hesitates. Because if she says out loud what she really wants, her whole life might crash down around her.
And she doesn't need that. Except maybe she does. A heartfelt coming-of-age story set in the time of
academic pressure, divorce, and the #MeToo movement.

Alias Anna by Susan Hood- She wouldn’t be Zhanna.She’d use an alias.A for Anna.A for alive.
When the Germans invade Ukraine, Zhanna, a young Jewish girl, must leave behind her friends, her
freedom, and her promising musical future at the world’s top conservatory. With no time to say goodbye,
Zhanna, her sister Frina, and their entire family are removed from their home by the Nazis and forced on a
long, cold, death march. When a guard turns a blind eye, Zhanna flees with nothing more than her musical
talent, her beloved sheet music, and her father’s final plea: “I don’t care what you do. Just live.

�e Beatryce Prophecy by Kate DiCamillo– In a time of war, a mysterious child appears at the monastery
of the Order of the Chronicles of Sorrowing. Gentle Brother Edik finds the girl, Beatryce, curled in a stall,
wracked with fever, coated in dirt and blood, and holding fast to the ear of Answelica the goat. As the monk
nurses Beatryce to health, he uncovers her dangerous secret, one that imperils them all—for the king of the
land seeks just such a girl, and Brother Edik, who penned the prophecy himself, knows why. And so it is that



a girl with a head full of stories—powerful tales-within-the-tale of queens and kings, mermaids and
wolves—ventures into a dark wood in search of the castle of one who wishes her dead.

Yusuf Azeem is Not  a Hero by Saadia Faruqi– Yusuf Azeem has spent all his life in the small town of Frey,
Texas—and nearly that long waiting for the chance to participate in the regional robotics competition,
which he just knows he can win. Only, this year is going to be more di�cult than he thought. Because this
year is the twentieth anniversary of the 9/11 terrorist attacks, an anniversary that has everyone in his
Muslim community on edge. With “Never Forget” banners everywhere and a hostile group of townspeople
protesting the new mosque, Yusuf realizes that the country’s anger from two decades ago hasn’t gone away.
Can he hold onto his joy—and his friendships—in the face of heartache and prejudice?

Murder on the Baltimore Express by Suzanne Jurmain– In February 1861 newly elected President Abraham
Lincoln set out on a triumphant 2,000 mile cross-country railroad trip that would take him to his
inauguration in Washington, D.C. At the same time, a band of fanatic southern Confederate sympathizers
decided to stop Lincoln from reaching Washington and taking o�ce. Furious because the new president's
desire to end slavery threatened their way of life, they devised a secret plan: Lincoln would be murdered by

an assassin's bullet in Baltimore. But as rushing railway trains carried Abraham Lincoln towards death,
Detective Allan Pinkerton learned of the plot-and set out to save the president. Dive into this incredibly fun
and suspenseful true story and learn what other history books never told you: the secret of Lincoln's great
escape.

My Own Lightning by Lauren Wolk- It’s been several months since the tragic events set in motion by bully
Betty Glengarry, and the routine of daily life in Wolf Hollow has slowly returned. But for Annabelle McBride
it’s hard to move forward and make peace with what feels like threadbare justice. Newly warm summer days
are about to bring a jolt of change on the winds of a powerful storm. In its wake, the search for her brother’s
missing dog will set Annabelle on a new path that brings her to unfamiliar doorsteps and reunites her with a
too-familiar adversary—Andy Woodberry, who was complicit in Betty’s most terrible acts. Growing up and
blazing her own trail will soon force Annabelle to reexamine deeply felt truths—about people, about justice,
about herself—that had once seemed so uncomplicated. Sequel to Wolf Hollow.

Soul Lanterns by Shaw Kuzki- Twelve-year-old Nozomi lives in the Japanese city of Hiroshima. She wasn't
even born when the bombing of Hiroshima took place. Every year Nozomi joins her family at the
lantern-floating ceremony to honor those lost in the bombing. People write the names of their deceased
loved ones along with messages of peace, on paper lanterns and set them afloat on the river. This year
Nozomi realizes that her mother always releases one lantern with no name. She begins to ask questions, and
when complicated stories of loss and loneliness unfold, Nozomi and her friends come up with a creative way
to share their loved ones' experiences. By opening people's eyes to the struggles they all keep hidden, the
project teaches the entire community new ways to show compassion. Soul Lanterns is an honest exploration
of what happened on August 6, 1945, and o�ers readers a glimpse not only into the rich cultural history of
Japan but also into the intimate lives of those who recognize--better than most--the urgent need for peace.



Pages & Co.: �e Book Wanderers by Anna James- Since her mother's disappearance, eleven-year-old Tilly
Pages has found comfort in the stories at Pages & Co., her grandparents' bookshop. But when her favorite
characters, Anne of Green Gables and Alice from Wonderland, start showing up at the shop, Tilly's
adventures become very real. Not only can she follow Anne and Alice into their books, she discovers she can
bookwander into any story she chooses. Tilly's new ability leads her to fun and exciting adventures, but
danger may be lurking on the very next page… When new secrets are uncovered, it's up to Tilly to solve the
mystery of what happened to her mother all those years ago.

�e View From the Very Best House in Town by Meera Trehan- Sam and Asha. Asha and Sam. Their
friendship is so long established, they take it for granted. Just as Asha takes for granted that Donnybrooke,
the mansion that sits on the highest hill in Coreville, is the best house in town. But when Sam is accepted
into snobbish Castleton Academy as an autistic “Miracle Boy,” he leaves Asha, who is also autistic, to
navigate middle school alone. He also leaves her wondering if she can take anything for granted anymore.
Because soon Sam is spending time with Prestyn, Asha’s nemesis, whose family owns Donnybrooke and,
since a housewarming party gone wrong, has forbidden Asha to set foot inside. Who is Asha without Sam?
And who will she be when it becomes clear that Prestyn’s interest in her friend isn’t so friendly? Told from
the points of view of Asha, Sam, and Donnybrooke itself, this suspenseful and highly original debut explores
issues of ableism and classism as it delves into the mysteries of what makes a person a friend and a house a
home.

Freewater by Amina Luqman-Dawson- Under the cover of night, twelve-year-old Homer flees
Southerland Plantation with his little sister Ada, unwillingly leaving their beloved mother behind. Much as
he adores her and fears for her life, Homer knows there’s no turning back, not with the overseer on their
trail. Through tangled vines, secret doorways, and over a sky bridge, the two find a secret community
called Freewater, deep in the swamp. In this society created by formerly enslaved people and some

freeborn children, Homer finds new friends, almost forgetting where he came from. But when he learns of a
threat that could destroy Freewater, he crafts a plan to find his mother and help his new home.

Consider the Octopus by Norah Raleigh Baskin- Jeremy “JB” Barnes is looking forward to spending the
summer before seventh grade hanging on the beach. But his mother, a scientist, has called for him to join
her aboard a research ship where, instead, he’ll spend his summer seasick and bored as he stares out at the
endless plastic, microbeads, and other floating debris, both visible and not, that make up the Great Pacific
Garbage Patch. Miles and miles away, twelve-year-old Sidney Miller is trying to come up with an alternate

activity worthy of convincing her overprotective parents that she can skip summer camp. When Jeremy is
asked to find the contact information for a list of important international scientists and invite them to
attend a last-minute Emergency Global Summit, he's excited to have a chance to actually do something that
matters to the mission. How could he know that the Sidney Miller he messages is not the famous marine
biologist he has been tasked with contacting, but rather a girl making podcasts from her bedroom―let alone
that she would want to sneak aboard the ship?

Field Guide to the Supernatural Universe by Alyson Noel- - When he first started seeing ghosts, Max
mistakenly assumed everyone else could see them, too. Now, after years of being blamed for the pranks of



mischievous spirits, Max is determined to do whatever it takes to make himself normal. But when he’s sent
to spend the summer with his eccentric grandfather, Ramhart, being normal becomes impossible. Here in
Glimmerville, bakeries sell enchanted pies, the lake is infested with mermaids, the town’s beloved ghosts
roam free, and Ramhart himself is celebrated as the world’s most famous monster hunter. At first, all Max
wants is to survive the summer, but the more time he spends in Glimmerville, the more he starts to wonder
if he’s finally found a place where he can truly be himself.

Ten �ousand Tries by Amy Makechnie- Twelve-year-old Golden Maroni is determined to channel his
hero, soccer superstar Lionel Messi, and become captain of his soccer team and master of his eighth grade
universe…especially since his home universe is spiraling out of orbit. O� the field, Golden’s dad, once a pro
soccer player himself, is now battling ALS, a disease that attacks his muscles, leaving him less and less
physically able to control his body every day. And while Mom says there’s no cure, Golden is convinced that

his dad can beat this, just like any opponent, they just have to try. Golden knows that if you want to perfect a
skill you have to put ten thousand tries in, so he’s convinced if he can put that much e�ort in, on and o� the
field, he can stop everything from changing.

Josephine Against the Sea by Shakirah Bourne- Eleven-year-old Josephine knows that no one is good
enough for her daddy. That's why she makes a habit of scaring his new girlfriends away. She's desperate to
make it onto her school's cricket team because she'll get to play her favorite sport AND use the cricket
matches to distract Daddy from dating. But when Coach Broomes announces that girls can't try out for the

team, the frustrated Josephine cuts into a powerful silk cotton tree and accidentally summons a bigger
problem into her life . . .

Rez Dogs by Joseph Bruchac- Malian loves spending time with her grandparents at their home on a
Wabanaki reservation. She’s there for a visit when, suddenly, all travel shuts down. There’s a new virus
making people sick, and Malian will have to stay with her grandparents for the duration. Everyone is
worried about the pandemic, but Malian knows how to keep her family and community safe: She protects

her grandparents, and they protect her. She doesn’t go outside to play with friends, she helps her
grandparents use video chat, and she listens to and learns from their stories. And when Malsum, one of the
dogs living on the rez, shows up at their door, Malian’s family knows that he’ll protect them too.

New From Here by Kelly Yang-When the coronavirus hits Hong Kong, ten-year-old Knox Wei-Evans’s mom
makes the last-minute decision to move him and his siblings back to California, where they think they will
be safe. Suddenly, Knox has two days to prepare for an international move—and for leaving his dad, who has
to stay for work… At his new school in California, Knox struggles with being the new kid. His classmates

think that because he’s from Asia, he must have brought over the virus. At home, Mom just got fired and is
panicking over the loss of health insurance, and Dad doesn’t even know when he’ll see them again, since the
flights have been canceled. And everyone struggles with Knox’s blurting-things-out problem… As racism
skyrockets during COVID-19, Knox tries to stand up to hate, while finding his place in his new country. Can
you belong if you’re feared; can you protect if you’re new? And how do you keep a family together when
you’re oceans apart? Sometimes when the world is spinning out of control, the best way to get through it is
to embrace our own lovable uniqueness.



When �e World Was Ours by Liz Kessler- Three friends. One memory.  Vienna. 1936.
Three young friends—Leo, Elsa, and Max—spend a perfect day together, unaware that around
them Europe is descending into a growing darkness and that they will soon be cruelly ripped
apart from one another. With their lives taking them across Europe—to Germany, England,
Prague, and Poland—will they ever find their way back to one another? Will they want to?

Inspired by a true story, When the World Was Ours is an extraordinary novel that is as powerful as it is
heartbreaking and that shows how the bonds of love, family, and friendship allow glimmers of hope to
flourish, even in the most hopeless of times.

�e Water Bears by Kim Baker- Newt Gomez has a thing with bears. Having survived a bear attack
last year, he now finds an unusual bear statue. Newt's best friend thinks the statue grants wishes.
But even as more people wish on the bear and their wishes come true, Newt is not a believer. But
Newt has a wish too: while he loves his home on eccentric Murphy Island, he wants to go to middle

school on the mainland, where his warm extended family lives. There, he's not the only Latinx kid, and he
won't have to drive the former taco truck--a gift from his parents--or perform in the talent show. Most
importantly, on the mainland, he never has bad dreams about the attack. Newt is almost ready to make a
secret wish when everything changes.

�e Swallowtail Legacy by Michael D. Beil- Twelve-year-old Lark Heron-Finch is steeling herself
to spend the summer on Swallowtail Island o� the shores of Lake Erie. It's the first time she and
her sister will have seen the old house since their mom passed away. The island's always been full
of happy memories—and with a step father and his boys and no mom, now everything is di�erent.

When Nadine, a close family friend, tells Lark about a tragic boat accident that happened o� the coast many
years before, Lark's enthralled with the story. Nadine's working on a book about Dinah Purdy, Swallowtails's
oldest resident who had a connection to the crash, and she's sure that the accident was not as it appeared.
Impressed by Lark's keen eye, she hires her as her research assistant for the summer. And then Lark
discovers something amazing. Something that could change Dinah's life. Something linked to the crash and
to her own family's history with Swallowtail. But there are others on the island who would do anything to
keep the truth buried in the watery depths of the past.

History Smashers by Kate Messner- Myths! Lies! Secrets! Uncover the hidden truths behind some
of history’s most interesting stories; Pearl Harbor, the Titanic, the Revolutionary War, the
Underground Railroad, etc.  Select any book of your choice from the History Smashers series!   The
fun mix of sidebars, illustrations, photos, and graphic panels make this perfect for fans of I
Survived! and Nathan Hale's Hazardous Tales.


